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Abstract

Overweight and obese youth face frequent stigmatization because of their excess weight, most often in the form of teasing and bullying. Weight stigmatization in youth begins early in childhood and is prevalent in the school setting by adolescence. Not only are obese youth vulnerable to stigmatization from peers, but increasing studies also indicate that educators and even parents are sources of weight bias. This has concerning implications for children’s health, because research over the past decade has consistently demonstrated links between weight-based stigmatization and negative outcomes for psychological, social, and physical well-being. To reduce weight-based stigmatization and protect obese youth from the deleterious effects of victimization, efforts are needed to identify and evaluate successful methods to reduce bias toward obese youths, implement effective school-based policies that prohibit weight-based victimization, and ensure that initiatives to address childhood obesity do not impose further stigmatization on overweight and obese youth. These efforts will require increased vigilance by educators, parents, schools, public health initiatives, antibullying campaigns, and policy makers.

The Nature and Extent of Weight Bias Toward Youth

In recent years, there has been increasing attention by researchers, policy makers, and the general public to bullying and victimization in youth. Public concern is warranted, as almost half of youth are vulnerable to frequent bullying from peers during adolescence.1 Children who are overweight or obese are especially vulnerable to frequent victimization (e.g., teasing and bullying) because of their excess weight,2,3 and are more likely to be victims of teasing and bullying compared to their average-weight peers.4-6 Longitudinal research demonstrates that weight status significantly predicts likelihood of future victimization in youth,7 with the heaviest youth at highest risk for future stigmatization.

The school setting is a particularly salient environment where weight-based victimization occurs.8,9 Recent research suggests that adolescents report weight-based teasing to be one of the most common forms of teasing observed and experienced at school,8 and that obese youth are targets of bullying regardless of their gender, race, social skills, or scholastic achievement.10 Multiple forms of verbal, relational, and physical teasing and bullying toward obese youth have been documented.3,6,8 A recent study surveyed 1555 adolescents about their perceptions of weight-based victimization toward overweight and obese peers at school, and found that high percentages of students reported witnessing overweight/obese peers being made fun of (92%), being called names (91%), teased in a mean way (88%), teased during physical activities (85%), ignored or avoided (76%), excluded from activities (67%), verbally threatened (57%), and physically harassed (54%).8 These concerning findings suggest that overweight and obese youth are vulnerable to frequent and multiple forms of peer victimization in the school setting. Unfortunately, the same study found that whereas the majority of students reported willingness to help an overweight peer who was the target of teasing, approximately half of the students typically remain a passive bystander.

Most research to date has examined weight stigmatization toward youth in the context of peer relationships1; however, emerging studies have documented educators and even parents as additional sources of weight stigma toward obese youth. Teachers’ perceptions and expectations of their students are influenced by youth’s body weight.11-14 Educators report lower expectations of overweight students compared to normal-weight youth across a range of abilities and performance
domains and endorse negative weight-related beliefs and stereotypes toward obese individuals. Recent work has highlighted these negative attitudes among physical education (PE) teachers in particular. For example, students training to become physical educators endorse stronger and more consistent bias toward overweight and obese youth than students training in other disciplines, which is evident across both explicit and implicit measures of weight bias and may worsen throughout the duration of their training. These findings are concerning, especially in light of the importance of school PE as a setting for promotion of physical activity and obesity prevention.

Unfortunately, the home environment may be equally challenging for some youth who struggle with their weight. Self-report studies indicate high percentages (ranging from 23% to 58%) of overweight and obese youth who report weight-based teasing from their parents. Parental weight-based teasing has been reported by overweight youth across different racial groups and is consistently associated with negative outcomes, including poor psychological health (e.g., depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, body dissatisfaction), and maladaptive eating and weight control behaviors, such as binge eating. Weight-based teasing from parents during adolescence predicts hurtful weight-related comments reported later in young adulthood, and overweight/obese adults recall family members to be among the most frequent sources of weight stigmatization in their lives. Recent research suggests that an authoritarian parenting style and beliefs that people are personally responsible for their weight may contribute to antifat attitudes reported by parents.

**Consequences for Psychological, Social, and Physical Well-Being**

Weight-based victimization and bullying places millions of youth at risk for negative psychosocial, physical health, and academic outcomes. Overweight and obese children and adolescents who are teased or bullied because of their weight have heightened vulnerability to depression, anxiety, lower self-esteem, and poor body image. This research has been demonstrated in both clinical and nonclinical samples of obese youth, and importantly, these findings remain consistent even after controlling for variables such as BMI suggesting that negative psychological consequences are associated with experiences of weight stigmatization, rather than body weight per se. Of particular concern, obese youth who are victimized by their peers are two to three times more likely to engage in suicidal thoughts and behaviors than overweight peers who are not victimized.

Weight bias also poses consequences for children’s social relationships and school functioning. Overweight and obese children are rejected more often by their peers than non-overweight students, are more likely to be socially isolated, and are less likely to be nominated by their peers as friends than non-overweight students. Research shows that negative attitudes toward obese children begin as early as preschool age, in children 3–5 years old, who ascribe overweight peers as mean, stupid, lazy, sloppy, and less desirable playmates compared to non-overweight children. As children enter elementary and middle school, attitudes become worse, with children reporting that obese peers are ugly, selfish, lazy, stupid, dishonest, have few friends, and are socially isolated. Unfortunately, peer rejection and teasing toward obese youth often occur in the classroom and school cafeteria, settings that students confront on a daily basis and are not easily avoided. Perhaps not surprisingly, the pervasiveness of weight-based teasing in the school setting has potentially concerning implications for academic functioning. A number of studies have documented worse school performance among overweight youth compared to thinner peers (see review in ref. 50). Recent research shows a mediating effect of weight-based teasing on the relationship between body weight and school performance and that youth report their grades are harmed because of weight-based teasing.

Finally, weight stigmatization can lead to impairments in children’s physical health. Overweight and obese youth who are teased or bullied about their weight have increased risk of engaging in maladaptive and disordered eating behaviors, including binge eating, unhealthy weight control practices, and eating disordered patterns compared to overweight peers who are not teased. In addition, emerging evidence indicates that obese youth are less likely to engage in physical activity because of weight stigmatization. Weight-related teasing and criticism during physical activity may decrease youth participation in physical activity and lead youth to avoid further weight-related victimization by avoiding or skipping physical education and school-based physical activities. Recent research with adolescents (N = 1555) found that 84% of students reported observing overweight peers being teased because of their weight specifically during physical activity, and that youth who report experiencing weight-based teasing during gym class cope by avoiding future gym classes. Thus, weight bias can create significant challenges for obese youth to engage in physical activity and healthy eating behaviors and may instead reinforce behaviors that promote weight gain and obesity.

**How Do We Reduce Weight Stigmatization and Protect Youth?**

Despite substantial evidence documenting frequent stigmatization toward overweight and obese youth, little research has examined strategies to reduce this form
of stigma, and existing work has been fragmented with limited success in attempts to improve attitudes. The paucity of work in this area is concerning, and research is clearly needed to identify and evaluate effective methods to reduce weight bias, both in school and home settings.

Given the prevalence of weight-based teasing and bullying in the school setting, there is a particular need for increased awareness of and responsiveness to weight-based victimization by educators, guidance counselors, and school psychologists in efforts to protect overweight and obese students. Although many states and school districts have general antibullying policies in place, there appears to be little awareness or mention of body weight as a common reason for student victimization, and some research suggests that overweight students report that school rules are not enforced despite policies prohibiting teasing and harassment. Thus, it is critical to determine whether existing school-based policies that prohibit victimization are being implemented effectively and protecting overweight and obese students. Schools can play an important role in these efforts by addressing weight-based victimization as a legitimate form of bullying (e.g., on par with efforts to improve student tolerance of race, religion, and sexual orientation), and implementing clear antibullying policies that ensure all students, regardless of their body weight, can experience a safe climate in their classrooms and schools.

In addition, as obesity prevention and intervention programs are increasingly implemented in schools and communities, we must ensure that efforts to improve health in youth do not impose further stigmatization on overweight and obese youth. A 2005 report issued by the Institute of Medicine called for increased awareness of weight stigmatization in youth-focused obesity intervention and recommended that prevention efforts promote health behaviors rather than physical appearance. Similar recommendations were put forth by the Society for Nutrition Education, who called for school-based obesity prevention programs to include policies to prohibit weight-based bullying and efforts to promote weight tolerance. For these efforts to be successful, careful consideration must be given to how messages are framed to address childhood obesity. Messages that focus on improved health as the primary incentive and outcome of interventions, rather than thinness or appearance-based messages, will be important. Attention to specific language used in messaging is also key, so that well-intentioned efforts do not inadvertently stigmatize obese children or their families. For example, a 2011 childhood obesity campaign by the Georgia Children’s Health Alliance publicized images of obese children on billboards and websites with captions such as “Big bones didn’t make me this way, big meals did” and “Fat kids become fat adults”, which resulted in public criticism for promoting stigmatization of obese children and their families. Messages that instead offer support and feasible strategies to improve health behaviors should be prioritized in childhood obesity campaigns, rather than messages that use shaming or blameful tactics that do little else than perpetuate prejudice.

Finally, reducing weight stigmatization toward youth will likely require large-scale efforts to help shift societal attitudes and implement effective protections against weight-based victimization. Efforts to improve portrayals of obese youth in the media, challenge stereotypes that promote weight stigmatization, and educate the public about the complex causes and solutions for obesity are several examples of societal strategies to combat weight bias. Broader policy solutions could be very useful, and perhaps necessary, in these efforts. Although there has been considerable media attention and increasing public campaigns to address bullying in youth as well as efforts by the White House to engage the public and discuss effective policies to prevent bullying, body weight and victimization of obese children have been noticeably absent in the national discourse on bullying toward youth. To effectively protect overweight and obese children from the devastating consequences of stigma and victimization, we must prioritize discussions of weight stigma in national discussions of obesity, public health, and bullying.

Conclusion

As we continue to focus state and national efforts on strategies to prevent and treat childhood obesity, we must not ignore the devastating consequences of stigma and victimization that these children face, often on a daily basis. Weight-based victimization and bullying is prevalent in the school setting where peers are the most common perpetrators, but educators and parents are not immune to weight bias and may be additional sources of stigma toward obese children. In addition to physical health risks that children face from obesity and its complications, stigma places obese children at increased vulnerability for numerous consequences to their emotional and physical well-being. To eradicate stigmatization toward overweight and obese youth, increased vigilance is needed by educators, parents, schools, public health initiatives, antibullying campaigns, and policy makers to ensure that all children, regardless of their body weight, are protected from harmful victimization and have opportunities to improve their health in a positive and safe environment.
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